Abstract. In this paper we show that binormal operators have nearest normal approximants. In fact, we exhibit nearest normals to such operators and, as a corollary, show that the hermitian part of a binormal operator with real spectrum is a nearest normal. We obtain further corollaries on nearest normal approximation to operators which are square roots of normal operators and then apply these results to perturbations of operator algebras.
Introduction. In this paper we show that binormal operators have nearest normal approximants. In fact, we exhibit nearest normals to such operators and, as a corollary, show that the hermitian part of a binormal operator with real spectrum is a nearest normal. We obtain further corollaries on nearest normal approximation to operators which are square roots of normal operators and then apply these results to perturbations of operator algebras.
1. The main theorem. If A is a (closed) subset of the complex numbers and 91 (A) denotes the set of all normal operators on some fixed Hubert space % with spectrum contained in A, then for any operator, A, on % one can pose a number of questions. For example:
(1) Is inî{\\B -A\\: B in 9L(A)} attained?
(2) If so, what is an example of such a B1 (3) Is there a "formula" for inf{||5 -A ||: B in 91(A)} in terms of AI If A is a normal operator and A is a closed set then Halmos answered these questions in [5] . In the case A is the unit circle, these questions are essentially answered in [3] and [9] . For A = [0, oo) see [4] .
In this section, we put A equal to the set of complex numbers, and for the class of binormal operators we answer questions (1) and (2) and in a weak sense question (3). Remark. The converse to 1.2 is false as can be seen by very simple examples. However, for 2 x 2 complex matrices the converse is true.
1.3. Remark. As noted by the referee, Theorem 1.1 implies that for N a binormal operator, distance(Ar, normal operators) < \ \\N*N -AW*||1/2, and that this estimate is sharp for N = ß ¿].
For n-normal operators, by first reducing to the « x « matrix case and then by putting the matrix in upper triangular form, one can show that approximating N by its diagonal yields the very crude estimate: distance(/V, normal operators) < (n -l)\\N*N -NN*\\i/2.
Clearly, this estimate is not sharp and it would be interesting to know what the best estimate is. is a nearest normal to N, which is of distance \ \\N\\ from N. Although this is trivial to prove if TV is a complex 2x2 matrix, the general case, TV"2 = 0, seems to require a little more work.
3. Perturbations of operator algebras. Let â and % be C* -algebras on the Hubert space %. For simplicity, we usually assume that & and % each act essentially on % (i.e. / G â~ n 'S ~ where " denotes weak-operator closure). Following Kadison and Kastler we define ||6E -% \\ by \\& -%\\ =sup{||^ -®,||, \\B -&X\\:A ine?"£ina,} where éE,, %, are the unit balls of & and 'S, respectively.
The following proposition is an improvement on the best published result (k = ¿ in [1] ) and the best unpublished result known to the author, k = \, due to H. Behnke.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.1. Proposition. Let & and % be C*-algebras on % (not necessarily acting essentially) and suppose \\& -%\\ < k (< j) then â is abelian if and only if % is abelian.
Proof. By Lemma 5 of [6] we can assume that & and % are weak-operator closed. Suppose that & is abelian and % is not. By the structure theory for von Neumann algebras, % contains a copy of the 2-by-2 matrices, and therefore an operator of the form N2 = 0, ||.iV|| = 1. By the example of §2, the nearest normal to N is of distance \ from TV. Hence, ||éE -® || > \. Proof. Use Proposition 3.1 to conclude that % is abelian and then use Lemma 3.2 to conclude that the projection lattices of éE and % are of distance less than k from each other. Now, apply Lemma 3.1 of [1] to obtain the result. Proof. Use Corollary 3.3 and then Proposition 4.2 of [2] to obtain the conclusion.
